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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, United States, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New..
234 x 172 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. As biology becomes more quantitative and
computational, increasing numbers of physical scientists, mathematicians, and engineers are
moving into areas such as genomics, developmental biology, neuroscience, and systems biology.
The science of molecular biology underpins all these subjects, and an understanding of its
fundamental concepts and the key experimental techniques used is essential. This book provides an
introductory course in molecular biology that is designed specifically for mathematicians,
physicists, and computational scientists. It starts by introducing the basic features of DNA, genes,
proteins, and cells, before moving on to organismal development, genetic traits, and human
evolution. In each case, basic concepts are described in the context of recent technological
advances, such as next-generation sequencing, mass spectrometry, and high-throughput screens.
The book thus enables readers to move rapidly from the basics of molecular biology to an
understanding of cutting-edge techniques used in cell and developmental biology, genomics, and
synthetic biology.
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Reviews
This is basically the very best book we have go through until now. I have got read and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once again again
in the future. I am just very happy to inform you that this is basically the very best ebook we have read inside my own life and might be he very best
publication for at any time.
-- Ang us Hickle
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this
pdf to discover.
-- Da r r in K utch
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